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Cross Domain Development Kit | XDK
Cross Domain Data Logger I XDL120

High performance data collection with the XDK
One common challenge in IoT is gathering complex sensor data at high data rates and efficiently
storing it. Running on the XDK’s built-in microcontroller, the XDL120 firmware package simplifies
the collection, synchronization and streaming of sensor data. Additionally, it prevents data packet
loss in asynchronous raw data collection.

Essentially, XDL120 helps you to store large amounts of data easily and to simplify data streaming via WLAN. XDL120 will
also obtain accurate time stamps to correspond with each acquired data sample, assuming WLAN connection is
established.
Data synchronization is crucial to real-time applications such as condition monitoring or developing a digital twin.
Because of this, the application provides an auto-save feature, which allows the user to configure log storage intervals.
In addition, XDL120 can alert the user through pre-defined LED patterns and log entries including application
functionality, data loss and time stamp server connection.

YOUR BENEFITS WITH XDK AND XDL120
▶▶

Precise, reliable sensor data with the highest possible
resolution

▶▶

MAXIMUM OUTPUT DATA RATE

A professional tool for data analytics and algorithm

BUILT-IN MEMS SENSOR

development
▶▶

Easy data acquisition for built-in sensors of the XDK
(except acoustic noise) at high data rates

▶▶

Customizable: Sensor selection and configuration via
XML file, no programming needed

▶▶

MessagePack format of data logging for easier 		
integration in third party applicationsnfigurable saving
frequency

Gyroscope (BMG160) x-axis
Gyroscope (BMG160) y-axis
Gyroscope (BMG160) z-axis

Accelerometer (BMI160) y-axis
▶▶

Logging mode: data saved locally on SD card

▶▶

Streaming mode: transmits data continuously via WLAN
to a UDP socket (Enterprise WPA2 option available)
The simple press of a button starts or stops data
logging or streaming mode

▶▶

Auto-save feature with configurable saving frequency

▶▶

Sensor sample intervals synchronized with global time
server (WLAN connection required)

▶▶

Standard file formats for log experts

NOTE
Either stream/log data from
▶▶

the microphone sensor or

▶▶

from all other 7 sensors

230 Hz

Accelerometer (BMI160) x-axis

FEATURES

▶▶

MAXIMUM
OUTPUT
DATA RATE
(ODR)

1600 Hz

Accelerometer (BMI160) z-axis
Magnetometer (BMM150) x-axis
Magnetometer (BMM150) y-axis

30 Hz

Magnetometer (BMM150) z-axis
Temperature (BME280)

25 Hz

Humidity (BME280)

25 Hz

Pressure (BME280)

25 Hz

Light (MAX44009)

25 Hz

Noise (AKU340)

22 KHz

The table depicts the highest possible sensor Output Data Rates
(ODR) of each MEMS sensor in the XDK independently. Note: Please
refer to XDL120_tolerance_calculation.xlsx (included in scope of
delivery), regarding the permissible combination of sensors to be
operated at maximum ODR at the same time.
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